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Welcome to Tortuga Lodge

Explore the Rainforest from our Tortuga Lodge











Costa Rica’s rainforest, with its lush, dense canopies, exotic wildlife and exhilarating eco-adventures, has captivated travelers for generations. On the Caribbean coast, tucked between the Tortuguero River and gorgeous plantation-style gardens, Tortuga Lodge & Gardens offers an award-winning getaway unlike any hotel in Costa Rica. Just outside your door, the pristine rainforest surroundings beckon you to explore the mysteries of this complex ecosystem.

A river lodge built in harmony with its tropical environment, our hotel offers a tranquil, relaxing and exclusive experience. Each of our 29 rooms features sweeping views of the Tortuguero River and luxury amenities. Thoughtful guest comforts range from free Wi-Fi and nightly turndown service to rubber boots, walking sticks and umbrellas for your rainforest excursions.

As the only hotel in Tortuguero with its own private nature reserve, we offer an array of adventures and activities. Daily nature walks are led by experienced naturalist guides, who also lead tours to turtle nesting sites, boat rides and kayak trips up the Tortuguero River, twilight nature hikes and more. Free fishing poles and tranquil sitting areas and hammocks make it easy to relax and enjoy the surroundings in solitude.

Discover the magic of Tortuguero National Park, Costa Rica, with Xplore Air Charters

Böëna clients can now fly directly to Tortuguero, Costa Rica, with Xplore Air, a private, executive-configured Cessna Caravan aircraft. The flight is a mere 25 minutes from Pavas International Airport or  Juan Santamaría  International Airport (SJO). Read more about our Xplore Air Service!








ABOUT TORTUGA LODGE






 


Our Suites
Choose from among 29 beautifully decorated, luxuriously appointed rooms with views of the river, gardens and surrounding rainforest landscape.
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TORTUGA LODGE

Miss Florentina Villa

Miss Florentine Villa combines the charm and sophistication of the Caribbean Victorian era with nature-inspired luxury. 
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TORTUGA LODGE

Miss Evelyn Balcony Suites

Go back in time to the age of Caribbean Victorian sophistication and luxury, where historical charm and classical furnishings are complimented with lighthearted tropical accents.
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TORTUGA LODGE

Mr Mishak Downstairs Suites

Reminiscent of the Caribbean Victorian era from times past, these elegantly orchestrated suites combine classic dark-wood furniture with bright tropical accents
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TORTUGA LODGE

Miss Perla Balcony Upstairs Rooms

Experience the call of the wild from your balcony! Staying in the Balcony Rooms gives our guests a sweeping view of the canals and grounds.
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TORTUGA LODGE

Papi Brown Downstairs Rooms

Our Terrace Rooms have everything you need to make your visit memorable. Experience the comfort of your room after returning from busy days in the National Park or our own private reserve. These rooms have partial views of the canal, the gardens and the forest.
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Tortuguero Experience
Friendly ambiance will make your Costa Rica vacation an authentic, natural experience.
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TORTUGA LODGE

Private Reserve

As the only hotel in Tortuguero with its own private nature reserve, we offer an array of adventures and activities.
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TORTUGA LODGE

Private Reserve
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Private Reserve
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							Exclusive collection of five Costa Rican eco-inns: 
Böëna Wilderness Lodges


Pacuare Lodge

Lapa Rios Lodge

Monteverde Lodge

Tortuga Lodge

Cloud Forest Lodge
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							Contact
Toll-free USA: 1-800-963-1195

Toll-free EU: 0-800-051-6420

Costa Rica: +506 4070-0420
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Tortuguero, Costa Rica
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